NEWS: Mundo-j certified “Ecodynamic enterprise”

Mundo-j has recently received the “Ecodynamic enterprise – 2 stars” label from the Brussels Capital Region. This label rewards businesses that are involved in an environmentally respectful approach.

Positive points:
- Implication of the management and the Mundo-j team in this environmentally-friendly approach.
- Energy performances of the building: good insulation, heating regulation depending on working hours, LED lighting, etc.
- Good mobility practices: the majority of tenants come to Mundo-j by bike.
- Consumption statements and monitoring.
- Communication on environmental dynamics (posters, brochures…).

Action plan
Obtaining the label is first and foremost linked to the implementation of an action plan. We count on your active participation!

1. Selective sorting
A sorting cabinet has been recently placed at the reception: you can deposit your cork stoppers (including plastic ones but must be put separately), light bulbs, used battery cells… Recycling bins for paper, glass and PMD will remain at your disposal. Ink cartridges and small electronic devices are still collected by Jane Goodall, in the boxes located at every floor or at the reception.

2. Encourage environmentally friendly transport
Don’t forget to encourage your partners, visitors and suppliers to use public transport or to come by foot or by bike to Mundo-j. To encourage environmentally friendly transports, you can systematically send them a multimodal travel map.

3. Ecological office supplies
Did you know that by ordering your office supplies at Pandava, not only are you making an ecological choice (their products have a label that indicates their ecological quality; and the fact that grouping orders decreases the ecological impact of supply transport) but you can also benefit from a 10% discount. Do not hesitate to contact us to know the procedure.